Myocardial T1: quantification by using an ECG-triggered radial single-shot inversion-recovery MR imaging sequence.
To develop and validate a fast cardiac magnetic resonance imaging T1 mapping technique with high spatial resolution based on a radial inversion-recovery (IR) spoiled gradient-echo acquisition. Approval for the study was granted by the local institutional review board, and all subjects gave written informed consent. An electrocardiographically triggered radial single-shot IR (TRASSI) sequence was developed in conjunction with a custom-written fitting algorithm. The proposed imaging technique was validated in phantom measurements and then used for cardiac T1 mapping in 62 subjects with or without cardiac disease. The study population included 51 healthy subjects, three patients with arrhythmia, and eight patients with myocardial infarction. The potential heart rate dependency of the TRASSI method was tested by using linear regression analysis. Statistically significant differences between the sexes and various section orientations were analyzed with a Student t test for independent groups and a repeated-measures analysis of variance for dependent groups. High-spatial-resolution T1 maps (1.17 × 1.17 mm) without motion artifacts and without heart rate dependency (slope = -0.0303, R(2) = 0.0000887, P = .899) were acquired with an acquisition time of less than 6 seconds in all subjects. The mean T1 of healthy left ventricular myocardium across all examined subjects was 1031 msec ± 33 (standard deviation). Testing for reproducibility in three individuals with 34 repetitive measurements revealed a mean standard deviation of 4.1 msec (0.412%). Subacute and chronic myocardial infarction could be detected in all eight patients. T1 disturbances due to arrhythmia proved to be minimal in three patients (standard deviation, <1.2%). Fast and accurate cardiac T1 mapping is feasible within a single-shot IR experiment.